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1. My prediction: As Chinese goods are dumped to get
ahead of Trump's #tradewar #tariffs, prices remain low but
as inventories drop and demand remains, prices will begin
to spike. IMO @POTUS Trump will create high inflation
with a business slowdown by first quarter 2020.

2. The key is to keep talking about the Trump GOP being in bed with Putin (eg

#MoscowMitch #LeninGradLindsey) and Putin's goal is destruction of US economy.

Say it over and over again. So when this predictable result occurs the remaining non-

#MAGA GOP will be predisposed to

3. wipe the GOP out in nearly every Senate race. The goal of Democrats holding the

@WhiteHouse and ending GOP majorities not only in the House but in the Senate is

clearly attainable but @TheDemocrats must remain focused on message. The goal is

to not only defeat the @GOP but

4. to turn the US people against them as #Putin loving traitors and reach the 60 vote

Senate majority needed to fix our system. As long as the @GOP is a

#WhiteSupremacist hate group it can't be fixed and needs to be destroyed. The target

when we have the Senate supermajority are

5. the #Kochbrothers who need to face 90% top income tax rates along with 90%

Estate taxes so that we don't allow dirty dark money to control our democracy again.

One person. One vote. Trump and GOP cowardice has given @TheDemocrats a once-

in-lifetime opportunity to reverse

6. the assault on our democracy and working Americans that started with Nixon. The

key is "It's #PutinStupid "and #MoscowMitch knows it. 😎@GOPLeader

@senatemajldr @SenateGOP @HouseGOP
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